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Abstract

Arduino Based Water Consumption Monitoring System with SMS Notification is one of the new
technologies to monitor the water consumption in domestic household, it’s displayed the real-time water
consumption and the amount payable in digitally. The main focus of this study is for the awareness of the
water consumer. The researcher focused its study on the problem of high-water consumption. The LCD
shows the water consumption in household when the water start flowing through the water flow sensor, the
sensor measures the rate and volume of water and the microcontroller (Arduino) calculate the data from the
sensor and display it into LDC with the real-time water consumption. Once the consumer reached the flat
rate it will send SMS notification with following details; flat rate, amount payable and as of date.
Keywords: Microcontroller, Technology, Water Flow Sensor, Water Consumption.

Introd uction

doesn't stop with computers, smartphones and other
smart gadgets. Even the most basic things and
operations in our own homes are technologically
advanced. This project is a product of continuous
innovation of technology and a smart idea of the
researcher. This project aims to give aid to the
rising bills of households in everyday of their lives.
We cannot deny the fact that even the consumption
of our water is sometimes not monitored. The
Arduino Based Water consumption monitoring
System with SMS notification will give real-time
monitoring to the household of their water
consumption. With this, every household's
problems with monitoring their consumed water
will be real-time and accurate.

Technology is sometimes understood in terms of
artefacts, sometimes in terms of knowledge, and
sometimes as solidified social relations, etc. This
has resulted in a lack of communication and
generated a degree of confusion. To explore how
these different perspectives, relate to one another.
To do this it starts with four empirical features of
technology. First, the term technology is new, and
mu h newer than many people think. Second, its
meaning has hanged through time. Third,
technology is not applied science as they have
different aims and outcomes. Fourth, technological
knowledge has an inherently its element. [1] (Paul
Nightingale, 2014)

O bjective of th e S tu d y

Water is used for various kinds of purposes: for
agriculture, industry, fishery, and domestic
purposes. It is supplied from the ocean to the
atmosphere by evaporation and comes back to the
ground surface as rainfall. It supports various kinds
of human activities and, of course, the natural
ecosystem. As water flows over the ground surface
and becomes available as water resources in rivers,
lakes/marshes, underground water, and coastal
water, it accumulates inorganic substances from the
soil, and organic substances and microorganisms
generated by human activities and the natural
ecosystem. Using water means the use of its
attributes, i.e. its dissolving power, transportation
power, or heat characteristic. Therefore, it should
be recognized that during water consumption, its
amount does not change; instead, it becomes
wastewater, with different attributes. [2] (Yasumoto
Magara, 2009)

The main objective of the project is to develop
Automated Water Meter with SMS Notification to
create a convenient and for the consumer to
monitor.
Specifically, it aims to:
1. To monitor water consumption.
2. To display the real-time water consumption
digitally.
3. To create a project that will store the amount
of water consumption.
4. To provide a project that calculates the amount
payable that depends the water usage.
5. To provide SMS notification for the user of
monitoring the flat rate.

M aterials an d M etho ds

The material used to build this project are:

Arduino Uno is an open-source microcontroller
Nowadays, technology is an integral part of our
board based on the Microchip ATmega328P
lives; wherever you go, look, and sit, technology is
microcontroller and developed by Arduino.cc.
always in front of you. The influence of technology
*Northern Negros State College of Science and Technology, Philippines.
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The program or a set of instructions is stored in
microcontroller and executed the program to
manipulate all the modules that connected to
microcontroller board.

This module sends SMS notification when the
microcontroller perceives that the household
surpass monthly water rate consumption.
DS3231 is a low-cost, Real Time Clock Module
which can maintain hours, minutes and seconds, as
well as, day, month and year information. The
module can work on either 3.3 or 5V. The battery
input is 3V and a typical CR2032 3V battery can
power the module and maintain the information for
more than a year.
[6]
https://www.instructables.com/Arduino-DS3231Real-Time-Clock/

Water flow sensor consists of a plastic valve body,
a water rotor and a hall-effect sensor. When the
water flows through the rotor, rotor rolls and the
speed of it changes with a different rate of flow.
The hall-effect sensor outputs the corresponding
pulse signal. This type of sensor can be found on
different diameters, water pressure (MPa) and flow
rate (L/m) ranges. The sensor that used is it has
20mm diameter, <1.75Mpa water pressure and ~30
L/m flow rate range.
[3]
https://www.instructables.com/How-to-UseWater-Flow-Sensor-Arduino-Tutorial/

Breadboard is to make quick electrical
connections between components- like resistors,
LEDs, capacitors, etc. so that you can test your
circuit
before
permanently
soldering
it
together. Breadboards have many small sockets on
them, and some groups of sockets are electrically
connected to each other. Breadboards are usually
divided into four sections, two outer sections and
two inner sections. Each row of five sockets in the
inner sections are electrically connected to each
other. The two outer sections of the breadboard are
usually used exclusively for power.
[7]
https://www.instructables.com/Breadboard-HowTo/

Liquid-crystal display (LCD) is a flat panel
display, electronic visual display, or video display
that uses the light modulating properties of liquid
crystals. Liquid crystals do not emit light directly.
This module is used a monochromatic 20x4
alphanumeric LCD. 20x4 means that 20 characters
can be displayed in each of the 4 rows of the 20x4
LCD, thus a total of 80 characters can be displayed
at any instance of time.
[9]
https://www.instructables.com/Interfacing-20x4LCD-with-Arduino/

Jumper wires typically vary in color and size
depending on what they are being used for. Jump
wires are used to establish connections between the
microcontroller to sensor or to breadboard.

In First row the LCD display the volume of water,
the second row it displays the litters consumed, the
third row display the cubic meter that equivalent in
litters and the fourth row display the amount to be
charged.

Potentiometer is a three-wire resistive device that
acts as a voltage divider producing a continuously
variable voltage output signal which is proportional
to the physical position of the wiper along the track.
[5]
https://www.electronicstutorials.ws/resistor/potentiometer.html

Micro SD Card is used for transferring data to and
from a standard SD card. The pin out is directly
compatible with Arduino and also can be used with
other microcontrollers.
[10]
https://www.instructables.com/Micro-SD-CardTutorial/

Potentiometer allow the user to calibration the
display output of the LCD

The data that generated by the water flow sensor
and calculated by the microcontroller is stored in
Micro SD card.

12V power supplies (or 12VDC power supplies)
are one of the most common power supplies in use
today. In general, a 12VDC output is obtained from
a 120VAC or 240VAC input using a combination
of transformers, diodes and transistors.
[4]
https://www.acopian.com/12v-powersupplies.html

SIM900A Modem is built with Dual Band
GSM/GPRS based SIM900A modem from
SIMCOM. It works on frequencies 900/ 1800 mhz.
SIM900A can search these two bands
automatically. SIM900A is an ultra-compact and
reliable wireless module. This is a complete
GSM/GPRS module in a SMT type and designed
with a very powerful single-chip processor
integrating AMR926EJ-S core.
[8]
https://www.instructables.com/GSM-SIM900AWith-Arduino/

It supplies power to the Arduino Board and the
Arduino board regulate power supplies and pass it
into all modules that are connected with the
specific power voltage.
Before prototype development began, researchers
conducted tests on each device to evaluate
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Tab le 1: P IE C E S E valu atio n Fram ew o rk

functionality, features and how to re -establish each
program code. Developing the prototype has taken
almost years since evaluating each device to see if
it is compatible with developing a project. Arduino
software (IDE) is open-source software used in
testing and development of a program.

Performance
Information
Economy
Control
Security
Efficiency
Service

When the prototype was done and ready to test.
The system was installed in three (3) household
and tested by the IT expert and evaluated by the
local water district. The researcher does some
recommendation from the evaluator and fix the
minor issue after one (1) week of dry run of the
system.

and

Unable to monitor the water
consumption
Incomplete information provided
Cost are too high
Lack of security
Effort required for task excessive
High water consumption

C au se an d E ffect A nalysis

A relationship between events whereby a cause
creates an effect. Effect can result from many
causes.

The methods in creating a new technology of an
Automated Water Meter with SMS Notification.
The researcher sees to it that the project is useful to
the consumers.

The table below shows the analysis done by the
proponents based on the PIECES evaluation that
needs to be consumed using the application being
developed by the proponents.

The main focus of this study is the Arduino Based
Water Consumption Monitoring System with SMS
Notification for the awareness of the water
consumer. The researcher focused its study on the
problem of high-water consumption.

Tab le 2: C au se and E ffect A nalysis
Problems/
Opportunitie
s

The system development on “Arduino Based Water
Consumption Monitoring System with SMS
Notification” took a year because the proponents
wish to come up with a suitable and a useful
project.
PERFORMANCE

Unable
to
monitor
the
water
consumption

The proponents are responsible to solve unexpected
system errors and upgrading in the event errors
occurs during its operation or usage.
At the task is contacted if there is question and
clarifications regarding to the operation of the
project.

INFORMATIO
N

Incomplete
information
provided

The Arduino Based Water Consumption
Monitoring System with SMS Notification helps
innovate the usual reading of water consumption
with the purpose lessen the timing in reading the
water meter and then during the computation of
billing to monitor their daily water usage.

The cost is
too high

For the material used to build an Arduino Based
Water Consumption Monitoring System with SMS
Notification prototype are:

P IE C E S E valuation F ram ew o rk

ECONOMY

This is an evaluation of the present project based
on the capability evaluation framework. This is an
evaluation of the current manual procedure that
should be given corresponding solution with the
use of the automated application developed by the
proponents.
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Cause And
Effect
CCan’t
give
awareness to
the
consumer
EConsumer
don’t know
the amount
of
their daily
water usage
CConsumer
can’t see the
daily water
usage
EWaste
water usage
CConsumers
can’t afford
to
buy
hardware
needed
EHigh
water
consumption

System
Objectiv
es
To
monitor
water
consump
tion

Syste
m
Constr
aints
The
LCD
Malfun
ctioned

To
display
the water
consump
tion
digitally

Power
interru
ption

To
provide a
project
that
calculate
s
the
amount
payable
that
depends
the water
usage

Not
availab
le in
the
market

of

EFFICIENCY

CONTROL
AND

Lack
security

Effort
required for
task
excessive

SERVICE

High water
consumption

C- Unknown
person
operate
E- It may
result
damage

Display
the
amount
digitally

CToo
much using
of water
EHigh
water
consumption

To
monitor
the daily
water
usage

CExcessive
used
of
water
EConsumer
don’t know
how much
they
consumed

Calculate
s
the
amount
depends
of
the
consume
rs water
usage

Steal
by
unauth
orized
person

R eco very

To
view
the
amoun
t
of
consu
mer
used
Don’t
know
the
limitati
on in
using
water

H ard w are R eq u irem en ts

System recovery depends on the system error.

C om p atib ility

The applications run best with following hardware
and software requirements.
Water flow Sensor, Arduino Uno, Breadboard,
Jumper Wires, Real Time, SD Card, Potentiometer,
LCD screen 20x4, GSM module.

S oftw are R equ irem ents
Arduino Software.

H ierarchical Inp ut-P ro cess-O u tpu t

The chart below shows the design of the system. It
started with problem identification the necessary
requirements which are identified as the input, the
process and the output that a system should have.

Fun ctio n al R equ irem ents

To define the capability and function of the system
performance in way that the beneficiary will be
benefited, the requirements are necessary. The
project needs an Arduino UNO, water flow sensor,
LCD screen 20x4, breadboard, SD card module and
GSM module as the requirements for the project.

Interface R eq uirem en ts

Fig ure 1: H ierarch ical Inp u t-P rocess-O u tpu t

The LCD screen 20x4to display the amount and
cubic meter consumed.

Inp ut-P ro cess-O u tp ut

This pattern shows each of the data to input, the
processes to take into consideration up to the
system output.

R eg u lato ry/C o m p liance R eq uirem en ts

Compliant with the Department of Trade and
Industry.

N on -F u nction al R eq u irem en ts

This refers to qualities that are non-functional.

S ecurity

Only the water consumers can use the system.

C ap acity

Fig ure 2: Inp ut-P rocess-O u tp ut

The project can store up to 4GBand display in LCD
screen 20x4.

D evelop m en t and Testin g

This system was developed using Arduino software
application in creating the codes to run the system.
The actual testing was done to make sure that the
LCD screen displays the needed output and to
know the quality of the device. In order to meet the
expectation and to achieve the project goals, the

A vailab ility

Available to water consumer only.

R eliab ility

If the project failed to function, the user can refer to
the user manual or contact the system developer.
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proponents tested it several times and showed to
it’s a sample of respondents how it works.

Functionality

D escrip tio n of T he P ro to type

In this project it is refer to households on how they
monitor their daily water usage. The Arduino is a
hardware device that manipulates in all hardware
devices that use in the project.

System’s
functionali
ties have
met user’s
requireme
nts

GRAND
MEAN

4.5

4.6

Very
Good

Very
Good

A ccu racy

Data quality is defined as: data has quality if it
satisfies the requirements of its intended use. It
lacks quality to the extent that if does not satisfy
the requirement. Data quality depends as much on
the intended use as it does on the data itself. To
satisfy the intended use, the data must be accurate,
timely, relevant, complete, understood and trusted
(etutorials.org).
Table 4 reveals the accurateness of the data
presented through the use of the system with a
measured mean of 4.7 a very good as per
evaluation by the end-users.

R esu lts and D iscu ssio n

This shows the results of the evaluation conducted
to the 15 end-users. The system was evaluated
according to the accurateness of the expected
output and the system functionality. The evaluation
used the Likert Scale as follows: 1.0-1.99 Poor,
2.0-2.99 Satisfactory, 3.0-3.99 Good, 4.0-4.99
Very Good and 5.0-5.99 Excellent. The over-all
results revealed that the system accurately
computes or calculates the amount of water
consumed in cubic meter and the corresponding
amount to pay. Accuracy gave a mean rating of 4.7
or Very Good and Functionality gave a mean rating
of 4.5 or Very Good. This implies that the system
is satisfied to the end-users. The results are
supported with the statement of the project can
help to monitor the daily water usage of consumers
that a system should be functional and accurate.

This implies that the system is a very effective toot
that must user’s requirements.

Tab le 4: R esu lts on T he A ccuracy of T he
A uto m ated W ater M eter as a P er E valu atio n
by E nd-U sers

Tab le 3: S um m ary R esu lts o f T he S ystem ’s
E valuation C o nd ucted to T h e E n d-u ser
Indicators
Accuracy

Results of
Evaluatio
n
Correctly
computes
water
usage/
consumpti
on
and
billing

Mea
n
Rati
ng
4.7

Descripti
ve
Interpret
ation
Very
Good

Indicators

Mean

The
system
calculates
water
usage
Displays daily water
usage
The system displays
the amount digitally
The system provides
SMS notification to
the end users
TOTAL MEAN

4.6

Descriptive
Rating
Very Good

4.5

Very Good

4.8

Very Good

4.7

Very Good

4.7

Very Good

Fun ctio nality

Functionality refers to the over-all quality and how
well the system performs. For example, a software
program may have improved functionality over the
previous version with new features and options that
were not available in past versions. It is also the
sum of any aspect of what the software application
or computing device can do for a user (Rouse, M.)
Table 5 reveals the functionalities of the data
presented through the use of the system with a
measured mean of 4.5 a very good as per
evaluation by the end-users.
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as notifying the household when they surpass the
monthly water rate consumption.

This implies that the system is a very effective toot
that must user’s requirements.

R eco m m end atio ns

T able 5: R esu lts on T he Fun ctio nality of The
A uto m ated W ater M eter P er E valu atio n by
T he C onsu m er
Indicators

Mean

The system provides
monitoring of water
usage/consumption
The system helps
the
consumer monitor
their daily water
usage
Stored information
in
SD card
The system provides
SMS notification to
the end users
TOTAL MEAN

4.1

Descriptive
Rating
Very Good

4.5

Very Good

4.6

Very Good

4.7

Very Good

4.5

Very Good

The proponents recommended this project to the
water consumers for use in monitoring the water
consumption or water usage every month and the
corresponding billing.

Im p lem en tatio n P lan

For the project implementation, the researcher
planned to conduct an orientation for the
consumers and a demonstration on how to operate
and manipulate the system to avoid system error.
This orientation will be conducted to the water to
prove the capabilities of the system.
In the event that the system failed to function needs
upgrading, the system developers can be contacted
anytime to maintain the functionality of the system.
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C on clusio n and F utu re S cop e

The development and maintain recommendation
toward
improvements
and
sustainability
performance. The plan and objectives targets to
concretize measures and projects to be realized by
the relevant owner and users involved.
Evaluation is essential for a particular research and
capstone. It provides a way how to improve the
project. Mainly the respondents should cooperate
with the researchers in order to meet user’s
requirements.
Arduino Based Water Consumption Monitoring
System with SMS Notification is highly
recommended for consumers who use water on a
regular basis and want to keep track of their water
usage. Arduino Based Water Consumption
Monitoring System with SMS Notification has the
benefit of digitally displaying the water
consumption and the amount to be charged, as well
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